Why do we advertise with Facebook and Google AdWords? Because we want to be exposed to a large but specific demographic that has interest in the services we provide. The only problem is that using these services isn’t free, and it certainly isn’t cheap. Wouldn’t it be nice to continue to promote our services to the correct demographic but not break the bank? The solution? Email marketing to your growing email marketing database. With a large email marketing database, you can own your brand and market to your audience whenever you want...without having to pay “the man.”

USE WEBSITES AND SOCIAL MEDIA TO GROW YOUR EMAIL MARKETING DATABASE

Being able to market to your email database at your whim without paying large sums of money for digital advertising requires growing a substantial email marketing database. But how do you get a large database? First, you can load your existing customers or patients to your email database. But then you must, on a daily basis, continue to passively grow that database.

When getting started, you could grow that database with digital or other types of advertising. But from the start, your goal should be reducing your dependence on digital advertising by capturing as many consumers as possible through 1. optimization of your website and 2. organic (non-paid) activity on social media.

Optimizing your website “simply” means adding fresh content to your site on a weekly basis. This can be done with blogging. Blog about treatments you perform or interesting questions patients have asked you. Blog about the state of healthcare in this country. The point is, by blogging—something that costs nothing—you can increase visitors to your site. Once they arrive on your site, you need to capture their contact info to passively grow your email database. But more on how to do that in a moment.

When it comes to social media, we are constantly feeding the social media beast with more and more content. What do we have to show for it? How often do you actually find out the contact info behind the social media handle? Do you know who @gayleprettylips is? Do you know who @sexycajunida is? Probably not.

So just as you want to capture the contact info of the consumers on your site reading your blog, you want to capture the contact info of your anonymous social media followers. There’s one great way to accomplish this.

PASSIVELY BUILD YOUR EMAIL MARKETING DATABASE

Whether it’s readers of your blog or social media followers
engaged with your content, when it comes to cosmetic or medically necessary services, I’ve found there’s one common question everyone ultimately has: How much does it cost?

Certainly when this question is asked, you could just respond with a dollar figure or a range. But once you “give the milk away for free,” you’ve given up a great opportunity to capture the consumer’s contact info. If you direct the consumer to a Price Estimator on your site that allows them to check pricing automatically, but only after providing their contact info, you’ll start passively growing your email marketing database—and growing it fast! Dr. Jason Hall, a plastic surgeon in Knoxville, TN, has used his Price Estimator to capture almost 3,000 leads as of this writing through this one lead source.

Certainly there are other “calls to action” that will capture consumer contact info, as discussed in a Modern Aesthetics® article (you can access it here: ModernAesthetics.com/2018/10/), but none are as tantalizing as the offer to provide pricing information. For example, compare “Download our eBook” or “Sign up for our e-newsletter” to “Get A Quote Now.” The latter is much more useful to the consumer than the former.

In a recently posted video, Dr. Rich Castellano uses Facebook Live for filler demonstrations. In the video, he’s asked how much the treatment costs three separate times. Instead of just offering a number, he directs the consumer to the Price Estimator on his website so he has a better chance of capturing their contact info, and building his database in the process.

My practice receives questions daily through Instagram Direct Messages regarding price. Similar to Dr. Castellano, we direct the consumer to our Price Estimator. But we do one better. As you see in the image below, we provide the consumer with a clickable direct link in our response. So when they click that link, they’re taken directly to the specific procedure in question, rather than just sending them to our pricing page and requiring them to find the procedure they’re looking for. By placing them one step closer to their answer, it’s placing us one step closer to capturing their contact info when they submit their “wishlist” to check pricing.

**ASIDE FROM COST, WHY ISN’T FACEBOOK ADVERTISING GOOD ENOUGH?**

When advertising on Facebook, you don’t advertise to all 2 billion users. You select the geographic area you want to advertise to. You select the age range and other demographics. But what’s fascinating is that even with Facebook’s huge trove of consumer data, you can’t actually select for the demographic that’s interested in cosmetic or other specific healthcare services. As shown in the ad builder screenshot at left, you can only approximately identify your target demographic’s interest.

For example, if trying to advertise to someone interested in something as broad as cosmetic surgery or as specific as a facelift, you can’t do either. The best you can do is advertise to someone interested in health and wellness or fashion and beauty. Sure, there may be some crossover, but this clearly demonstrates why your own growing email marketing database is better than what Facebook has to offer.

The estimated reach of the potential ad above is 3,600 to 9,600 people that may or may not be your target. If I have an email marketing database of more than 9,100 people (as I do) who are clearly interested in my services (because they submitted pricing inquiries for services I offer), then my database is more useful than what I could target through Facebook.

**DON’T APPROXIMATE**

Stop relying on platforms that only allow you to approximate your target audience. With an email marketing database filled with consumers inquiring about pricing on specific services you offer, you know you’re targeting the correct demographic. And not only is your targeting better than what Facebook has to offer, it’s substantially less expensive.

Lastly and maybe more importantly, you need to minimize your dependence on social media platforms and Google searches (as much as reasonably possible). Why? Because they can change their algorithms on a whim such that one day you’re flying high and the next, you’re following has dried up. Cue exhibit A and B: the dreaded Snapchat update or the MEDIC update on Google. A large email database can soften the impact of those algorithmic updates. So what are you waiting for? Start passively building that email marketing database!
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